ONE-AP REDUCED APPLICATION
NORTHERN TURF
FERTILIZER
www.one-ap.com
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Specially designed to be applied once in the Spring for
season long feeding and preemergence weed control



Balanced release formula for the northern growing zone with specialized efficiency nutrient, (eN)60,
(eN)120 and (eN)180.



Additionally contains (eN)Gevity delivering the season long assurance to last seven, eight and even nine
month if needed.



Contains Cavalcade, a long residual preemergence weed control without the staining issues



(eN) efficiency nutrients contain a unique membrane that selectively allows soil moisture to diffuse through the
coating, gradually dissolving the urea fertilizer



In addition to many efficiency characteristics also reduces labor by more than 50% making it one of the most economical application and a great fit for efficiency nutrient management (eNM) programs.



Environmentally Friendly, reduces yearly nitrogen use up to 50% & nearly eliminates nitrogen run-off an leaching,
meeting standards for “ECO Choice Plant Nutrient” Certification.
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